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Congratulations Class of 1990!
Judge Thelton E. Henderson Will Give
The Commencement Addresss
by John Karris
Freelance Writer

.

This year Golden Gate University
District
e u r t Judge Thelton E. Henderson speak
at our commencement ceremony As one
of Judge Henderson's former legal externs and someone who has listened to
him speak on more than one occasion, I
predict you will find Judge Henderson to
be a dynamic, thoughtful and candid
speaker. For those of you who are not
familiar with Judge Henderson's background, I am pleased to share the following:
IS honored to have United States

Pre-Legal History
According to a Los Angeles Daily
Journal profile, Henderson was born in
Shreveport, Louisiana and moved to
California when he was three. He attended Jefferson High School in Los
Angeles and was an "all-city halfback"
on its football team. He attended U.C.
Berkeley on a football scholarshi p, but a
knee injury forced him to give up the
sport. After graduating, he served two
years in the Army and then returned to
Berkeley, to attend Boalt Hall School of
Law.

~areer as an Attorney
'When Henderson graduated from
Boalt in 1962, he was hired by the United

States Department of Justice to work in
the Civil Rights Division, where he assisted John Doar, a former Assistant
Attorney General. Henderson worked
primarily on voting rights cases in Mississ~ppi, ~uisiana and Alabama during the
clVlI nghts movement. According to a
Los Angeles Daily Journal profile, Henderson resigned abruptly in 1%3, after a
scandal broke out when Henderson loaned
his ~ented car to Martin Luther King Jr
dunng a chance encounter in Selma,
Alabama. At the time, Alabama's Governorwas George Wallace. He cited the
incident as proofthat the federal government was supporting King.
Henderson returned to California
and joined the law firm of FitzSimmons
and Petris in Oakland. In 1966, Henderson became the directing attorney for the
East Bayshore Neighborhood Legal Center
in Menlo Park. Two years later, he
became an Assistant Dean at Stanford
Law School, where he established an
affirmative action program; taught courses
in juvenile law, trial advocacy and defense of the criminally insane; and helped
develop the School's clinical program.
In 1977, Henderson joined two former
ACLU attorneys and formed Rosen,
Remcho & Henderson, a private firm
that specialized in criminal defense cases
and, eventually, employment discrimiCONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Commencement Exercises
will be held May 26th at the
Masonic Auditorium.
by Ruth G. HOlloway-Garcia
Editor

On May 26, 1990, at the Masonic
Auditorium GGU School of Law will
conduct the annual commencement exercises for the graduating class of 1990.
It will begin at 10 a.m. The commencement address will be given by Judge
Thelton E. Henderson. (See John Karris' article on Judge Henderson.)
The ceremony will begin by having
the students, faculty and board of trustees walk down the aisle. Students will be
seated in the front rows, while the faculty
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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A Vote for the Arts.
Of late, the work of a few
artists (most notably, Robert
Mapletborp) receiving NEA funding has resulted in an intense le~is
lative scrutiny of NEA fundmg.
Though it was feared the amount
of cuts would be great, the eventual result was a cut of $45,000.
(San Francisco Chronicle, Jan. 17,
1990, E1, Col. 1.)
The injustice of cutting federal funding of the arts on the basis
ofafew "obscene" works by a few
artists is patently obvious. However, the apparent readiness of
law makers to make cuts of the
NEA budget in the future is most
disturbing: Why cut funding for
the arts, when art has shown itself
economically and politically worth
funding?
The U.S. art industry is one of
America's biggest and most productive.
According to Variety
magazine, U.S. revenues realized
overseas from all media totalled 4
billion in 1989. (Jan. 10, 1990p.13
col. 1.) In 1987, the American film
trade balance with Japan was a
positive one billion. (Variety Nov.
23, 1987, p. 1 col. 3.)
Granted, artists absorbed in
more esoteric endeavors may not
be so economically productive,
nevertheless, funding of their work
can be justified, because i~ pr~
vides a source of talent and mspIration for the more lucrative (but

often creatively sterile) artistic industries, such as film. Examples
of this can be seen in Matt Groening's cartoons, which have evolved
into a TV series called The
Simpsons; and in novels such as
Little House on the Prairie which
also became a TV series.
The NEA investment can also
be justified, because it serves U.S.
political purposes o~erseas. ~n
fact, American art --fIlms, mUSIC,
etc... serves as a positive advertisement for the American way of
life. This year, the U.S. law makers intend to spend billions of
dollars on defense. The NEA
investment is only 169 million.
Yet which is more effective at influencing positive global opinion
of the U.S? Witness the popularity of American musicians in the
USSR. For all we know, American art may be to some extent as
responsible for the budding democracies blooming behind the
iron curtain, as all of our missile
silos.
Finally, it must be understood,
that most artists in the U.S. need
the NEA funding to subsidize their
art. Only 27% of the artists (including film makers) can make a
living off their art. For most ~rt
ists, they must have a second Job
to support themselves. (San Francisco Chronicle, Dec. 22, 1987, E2,
col. 3.)
Art in the U.S. is a serious
business which deserves federal

funding. It justifies itself economically, by providing revenues
to off-set our trade deficit. It
justifies itself politically by exporting U.S. values of free expression
and democratic ideals to the rest
of the world. The funding should
not be cut, simply because some of
the law makers don't like some of
the work done by some of the artists supported by the funding.
Ed Taylor
Staff Writer
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nation and civil rights litigation. In 1978,
Henderson joined the faculty here at
Golden Gate University Law School and
taught civil procedure.
According to a Los Angeles Daily
Journal profile, in 1979, the California
Federal Selection Commission invited
Henderson to apply for a federal judgeship. At the time, there were three vacancies on the Northern District's federal court and everyone expected former
President Jimmy Carter to appoint a
black, an Hispanic and a woman. Despite Henderson's lack of political support, Senator Alan Cranston recommended him to Carter. Henderson sailed
through the confirmation process and
took his oath of office on July 9, 1980.

Career as a Judge
Judge Henderson is a devoted, scholarly, personable and fair judge. He
maintains a proper sense of decorum in
the courtroom, he always comes into his
courtroom very well prepared (thanks in
part to his law clerks and externs) and
with an open mind. He is very courteous
to lawyers and litigants. Off the bench,
Judge Henderson maintains an informal
atmosphere and is very approachable.
Judge Henderson has made several
courageous decisions. Twice, Judge
Henderson granted Johnny Spain a petition for a writ of habeas corpus. Spain,
a former Black Panther, had been convicted of murdering two San Quentin
prison guards in 1971. The first writ was
granted, when it was discovered that one
ofthe juror's friends had been killed by a
Black Panther. The juror disclosed this
information to the state trial judge outside the presence of Spain's counsel.
The second writ was granted, because
Spain had also been bound and gagged

during his pre-trial and trial; a period of
several years.
In 1~3, Judge Henderson sanctioned
a San Francisco law firm over $500,000
for "flagrant bad faith" and "callous disregard" of discovery orders in a statewide sex-discrimination class action. In
1984, Judge Henderson applied a 1950
Supreme Court ruling when he barred a
female Army reservist's suit against the
government for damages after she was
raped by two men on the Fort Ord Army
base.

In 1987,JudgeHenderson rendered
a landmark gay rights ruling. At issue
was a class action equal protection challenge to the Defense Industrial Security
Clearance Office's policy of subjecting
lesbian and gay applicants for industrial
security clearances to expanded investigations and mandatory adjudications.
Judge Henderson held that "a government classification ...... that disadvantages lesbians and gay men because of
any homosexual activity or sexual preference itself is subject to strict scrutiny"
because lesbians and gays have a "fundamental right" to engage in activity "such
as kissing, holding hands, caressing, or
any number of other sexual acts that do
not constitute sodomy under the Georgia statute [that had been upheld by the
Supreme Court in Bowers v. Hardwick"
In dicta, Judge Henderson stated that
lesbians and gays constitute a quasi-suspect class. Judge Henderson also stated
that the policy at issue would not even
pass the rational basis test, because it
was so attenuated to possible legitimate
goals that it was arbitrary and irrational.
A three-judge panel oftheNinth Circuit
recently overruled this decision.
In 1989, Judge Henderson ordered
the Veterans Administration to reconsider over 31,000 claims filed by Vietnam
veterans seeking compensation for cancer, skin rashes, intestinal diseases, liver
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ailments or heart problems allegedly
caused by exposure to Agent Orange.
Judge Henderson also issued a ruling
that requires American tuna boats to
allow neutral observers to observe their
fishing practices to insure that dolphins
and other fish are not killed.

Acting Career and Hobbies
Judge Henderson made his acting
debut in True Believer, a film starring
James Woods and Robert Downey Jr. I
have watched the movie and offer the
following assessment of a famous movie
critic who shall remain anonymous:

This movie takes fire in the opening
scene when Judge Bau (played by that
exciting newcomer, Thelton Henderson)
delivers the never-to-be-forgotten line,
'Thank you, counsel'in a rich stentorian
baritone. By the time Judge Bau says
Dodd, are you ready to give your closin
argument?' the audience will be limp with
emotion.

'M1

Although the movie never quite reaches
this dramatic level again (indeed, what
movie could?), it is well worth watching
Henderson's co-star, James Woods, attempt to meet the enomlous challenge posed
by the judge.
Judge Henderson remains friends
with several Golden Gate University Law
School faculty members. Says Mort ebhen,
Judge Henderson is "an extremely poor
fisherman who has had to be taught everything he knows by Prof. Cohen."

Conclusion:
I am sure I will not be the only
person who will enjoy listening to The
Honorable Thelton E. Henderson speak
at our Commencement Ceremony. Afterall, there are not very many ex-college
football stars, who hold the title of being
a distinguished attorney, a distinguisheiJ.
federal judge, a movie star, and a po~
fisherman.

e Commencement Exercises for Graduaring Class of 1990
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

and board of trustees are seated
on the dias. Dean O'Brien serves
as the Marshall for this part of the
ceremony. David M. Gregory, the
Chairman of the Board will give
the welcoming address. Dean Anthony Pagano will act as the Master of Ceremonies.
During the ceremony, two
events will take place: Degrees
are conferred upon the students
by the President of the Board and
the Dean of the Law School; and
awards for outstanding achievements are given. This year, there
will be at least five awards given:
_
1. The1 LoniBader Award for
• Academic Excellence.

2. TheJohnE. GorfinkelAward
for Outstanding Instruction.
3. The Paul S. JordanA ward for
a Student's Outstanding Contribution to the School.
4. The Rose Elizabeth Bird
Award for Professionalism and
Integrity.
5. TheJudith G. McKelvey Award
for an Alumnus' Outstanding
Contribution to the School.
Other awards may be given, but
are undetermined at this time.

e

Finally, a student will make a
farewell address and Dean Pagano
willmake thec1osingremarks. On

average, the commencement exercise lasts roughly between 90
minutes to 2 hours.
At the time of publication,
the day and time of your cap and
gown pick-up was unknown.
Please look on the Administrative message board or the Law
School News for an update on
this information. It was also unknown whether the school will
arrange for an official picture
taking session.
Parking
The Masonic Auditorium is
located at 1111 California Street
in San Francisco. The cross
streets are Taylor and California. There is garage parking
with elevators to provide wheel
chair access. It costs a flat fee of
$9.00. Surface street parking in
this area is limited.
The Reception
The reception will be held
directly after the commencement
exercise at Grace Cathedral, in
Gresham Hall; located underneath the sanctuary (street level.)
The refreshments will include
champagne as well as non-alcoholic beverages (like sodas and
coffee) and finger foods. It is
expected to last from one to two
hours. Grace Cathedral is located right across the street from
the Masonic Auditorium, so you
won't have to drive or re-park
the car.

FREE CAREER
OPTIONS
WORKSHOP
When and Where:
Saturday, May 5,1990
Begins at lOam, ends at 2pm
536 Mission (between 1st & 2nd)
Downtown San Francisco
For more information:
(415) 442-7800
Talk with professionals in
business management, public
administration or law, who can
tell you how to enhance }Our career
options and opportunities.
Financial aid counselors will
be available from noon to 2pm to
explain various financial assistance plans. Learn how affordable a degree from Golden Gate
University can be.
Develop your "Strategies for
Career Advancement" at a specialone-hour seminar (1 to 2pm)
presented by the GGU Career
Planning and Placement Center.
Program:
Orientation - lOam
Session I - 10:30 - 11:30am
Session II - 11:45 - 12:45pm

PRE-REGISTRATION
NOT REQUIRED
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The S.B.A. Voted To Set Aside Funds For
The Creation Of An Annual Fall Symposium

by Patrick Perkins
Freelance Writer
The S.B.A at the April 2nd meeting
voted to move forward and fund the drive
to establish an Annual Fall Symposium
to begin in the fall of '90. The idea is to
establish a speakers symposium to be
held each fall, which will focus a very
positive light upon G.G.V. Law School.
This is to be accomplished by having
speakers of nationally recognized stature
speak at G.G.v. This fall event may
consist of one speaker or several speakers in a panel discussion with a moderator. The panel may consist of national,
state, local or G.G.V. law professors
addressing legal issues which are at the
forefront of the public's present concerns. Another option may be some sort
of round-table discussion, where current
problems facing society are flushed out
and solutions are suggested. The actual
format still needs to be worked out and
will be very dependant upon the amount
offundingmadeavailable. The possibility of the Symposium being broadcast
over T.V. and/or radio is not out of the
question.
The S.B.A has set-aside an initial
$1,500 to start the process of establishing
this program. The costs of funding this
program each year will range from approximately $5,000 to $15,000. The major expense being the speakers' fees and
travel expenses. The listed speaker's fee
for former California Supreme Court
Justice Rose Bird is $7,500. Not to mention the cost of advertising, which would
be considerable. If a reception is held
afterwards, that too could be very expensive. The estimated size of the attendance should be approximately 300 to

500. Promoting the Symposium would
be done by ads in The Recorder and other
newspapers. There would also be invitations sent out to the local law firms and
agencies who are potential employers of
G.G.v. Law students.
The source of the funding will likely
come from the S.B.A, the G.G.v. Law
School and the successful solicitation of
outside sources, like the Alumni. The
S.B.A is currently requesting $10,000
from the Law School. The fate of this
request should be determined sometime
in the middle of April at a committee
meeting held to review new budget requests for the new fiscal year. The Law
School has shown interest in helping the
S.B.A bring about the Annual Fall
Symposium .. There are many benefits to
be received from such a program for
both the Law School and the students.
One benefit would be the recognition G.G.v. Law School would receive
for sponsoring such a worthy academic
endeavor. The ability of the Law School
to attract speakers of national and state
importance would certainly draw positive attention to the character of the
school and its students. It would also
provide the students with another employment opportunity by inviting potential employers to come to this annual fall
symposium held at our law school. The
investment is a large one. It will probably
require a larger financial commitment
by the S.B.A and there are many groups
on campus who will also be requesting
money from theS.B.A for very valuable
purposes. The S.B.A will have to make
some tough choices between all these financial demands. It is likely the S.B.A
will be receiving financial requests much
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larger than what it will have financially
available.
The Annual Fall Symposium will be
an investment in our future as G.G.D.
Law School graduates. It will help raise
the consciousness of attorneys and nonattorneys in the Bay Area concerning the
caliber ofthe G.G.V. Law School. The
Symposium will also help attract more
new students to G.G.D. Law School
which means more money for the school
to operate on and more money to hire
more professors of diverse backgrounds.
This could also mean a greater selection
of classes. What is being asked of the Law
School is to contribute the equivalency
of one student's tuition. The S.B.A has
been asked to commit itself to the devel-.
opment and maintenance of this program. It will require a large portion of
your student fees.
The ultimate goal of this Annual
Fall Symposium is to create a program
which will cause other law schools in the
area to sit back and take notice.!f this
program is successful, legal employers
and others in the state will recognize that
G.G.V. Law School is a lot more than
just some inner-city law school. If you
have any questions, suggestions or contacts with important officials or media
personnel please contact Patrick Perkins
at 939-2176 between the hours of 9am
and 8pm. You may also rely informa tion
to Van Parish, S.B.A's 2nd-year representative, who is also on the committee.
Please let us hear from you your response
to this proposed Annual Fall Symposium and if you would be interested in
helping us out.

•

_ Will Legal Research Centers Be The Savior Of Small Law Firms?

by Ed. Taylor
Staff Writer

At one time not too long ago (remember Perry Mason ?) the sole or small
law firm was a part of Americana. As
American as Mom, baseball and apple
pie. Individuals enjoyed the advantages
ofthe small firm attorney who lived and
was a part of their community. This
person made them feel comfortable. He
or she listened with more than prOfessional interest while the client poured
out his or her legal problem. The small
firm attorney was not afraid to become
embroiled in social controversies; if the
cause was just, he took on the corporate
Goliath. The legal community also benefitted from the large number of smalllaw
firms. It gave the community diversity.
Traditionally, most judges who were
chosen to sit on the bench came from
small law firms. [Kingsley, The Connecti-

cut Bar Foundation. on the Future of the
Legal Profession in Connecticut, 72 Conn
Bar J. 370 (1982).]
Modern pressures such as overhead
costs and the amount of work required to
stay afloat are causing a decline in the
number of small firtn!l and as a consequence, the number otbig law firms is on
the rise. What mllY bring about a reduction ofthese pressures and a revival of the
small firm is the advent oflegal research
centers.

Today, the existence of the
small firm is severely
jeopardized by the twin
threats of complexity and
too little cash.
As the world has become more
complex and technical. the pressures on

small firms to develop an expertise in a
variety of complex areas has placed the
small firm attorney in something of a
paradox. Forifone is a general practitioner of the law, he or she runs a greater
risk of mal practice, because there is too
much to know. Conversely, if one becomes a specialist, there is often the risk
of not garnering enough clients. True,
the small firm attorney might avoid these
pitfalls by having access to a state-of-theart library and computer system. However, the cost of buying and maintaining
these items is often beyond a small firm's
means. The expense of maintaining a
legal library has been increasing 10 to 15
percent each year. While the cost of
accessing a computer data baselikeLexis
would not be economically feasible for a
small firm.

The advent of the legal
research centers has
brought forth a reasonably
priced and attractive
solution to these problems.
A legal research center is a type of
"law firm" which specializes in researching and writing briefs and other legal
documents for other attorneys. (Wall
Street Journal Jan. 5,1990, at B1 col. 3.)
To use a legal research center, one simply sends the relevant information to the
center. Attorneys employed by the center do the research, write-up the legal
document and submit it to the sending
attorney.

The advantages to the small firm
attorney using these centers is substantial, since the centers have the large data
bases and most up-to-date libraries, they
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can often navigate the complexities of
modern law more swiftly and accurately
than would be accomplished ifthe sending attorney attempted to do this research him/herself. One ofthe beneficial
results is a reduction of error on the part
of the attorney for lack of facilities. In
time, this may bring about a reduction in
malpractice costs, which in turn may bring
about a reduction in legal expenditures
for the client.

According to the Wall Street Journal, the cost of using the legal research
centers is reasonable. In Minneapolis
the charge is $60 per hour to deliver
work in several days; and a $100 per hour
to produce it in 24 hours.

These centers have been in existencesince 1969. However, to date, there
are only ten. The largest is the National
Research Center. It has a staff of74 and
an annual revenue of $60 million. As
these centers become both more popular and more numerous, ethical problems will become apparent and will have
to be addressed. For example, does the
client need to grant his consent before
the attorney may give out information
required to conduct the research and
write the legal document? What relationship do the attorneys have? If a
material error is committed by the center
attorney, should the client be permitted
to sue the center attorney as well as the
representing one? Finally, what happens
if the same center is doing research for
both sides of the case--doesn't this constitute a conflict of interest? To date, no
law review article has been written to
discuss or to provide solutions to these
questions.

Book Review: The Invisible Bar

by Harvie Ruth Schnitzer
Associate Editor
On April 5, 1990, Golden Gate
University law students joined law students throughout the nation to take part
in the second annual Day for Diversity
designed to increase awareness among
law siudents and faculty about the need
for the law profession to provide greater
access to women and minorities. The
organizers ofthe event, while conceding
that significant inroads have been made
into this predominantly white and maledominated profession, assert that there
still needs to be greater avenues opened
for traditionally under-represented groups
so that everyone can experience "Equal
Justice Under The Law."

In her book, The Invisible Bar, Karen
Berger Morello chronicles the early
struggles facing women who wished to
practice law in the United States. Through
a series of anecdotal tales and fascinating
vignettes, the history of women attorneys oomes to life in this mst-paced, painstakingly researched book. A wealth of
evidence is contained in the book, which
includes court case excerpts as well as
diruy entries of early attorneys. Yet despite
the book's feminist undertones, it remains reasonably objective and only
slightly incredulous when Ms Morello
describes the struggles female attorneys
faced in the past and continue to face in
the future.
Although women have practiced law
in the United States since Colonial times;
a little more than a hundred years ago,
the United States Supreme Court ruled
that a female's natural "timidity and
delicacy" made her unfit for many occu-

pations, most particularly the law. Women
who nevertheless insisted upon seeking
a career in the law were regarded as
oddballs and misfits; who in not accepting more traditional feminine roles were
destined for failure.
Shortly after Sandra Day O'Conner
was nominated to the United States
Supreme Court in September 1981, she
appeared at confirmation hearings held
by the Senate Judiciary Committee.
Senator Robert Dole of Kansas, noting
the age of the Supreme Court and the
Significance of her appointment, welcomed O'Conner by saying, "Better one
hundred and ninety years late than never
- you are among friends." While obviously intending to put O'Conner at ease,
Dole's remarks pointed up the uneasy
fact that for most of our history, women
have been excluded from positions of importance within the legal profession.
The first woman lawyer in America,
Margaret Brent, arrived in the colonies
in 1638. She was a master negotiator, an
accomplished litigator, and later, because of political cirrumstances, she proved
to be a respected leader as well. She
broke through all the existing restrictions facing 17th-century women and
clearly had no equal in the province;
regardless of sex. The colonists did not
quite know what to call such a formidable
woman, therefore, they frequently addressed her, both in person and in court
records, as "Gentleman Margaret Brent".
However, it would not be until more
than two hundred years had past, before
another woman would be permitted to
follow in Margaret Brent's footsteps.

According to Morello, Iowa appears
to have been the most progreSSive of all
the states in accepting women in the legal
profession. In June 1869, Belle Babb
Mansfield passed the Iowa State Bar and
officially became recognized as the first
woman lawyer in the United States. When
she applied to take the bar exam, she was
well aware of the provisions of the Iowa
Code of 1851, 1610, which specifically
limited bar admission to "any white male
person, twenty one years of age, inhabiting the state and who shows the court he
possesses the requisite learning." Despite these gender restrictions, she was
permitted to take the exam. When the
matter came before one of Iowa's more
progressive judges, Justice Francis Springer, he relied upon another Iowa ~t.atu~
to circumvent the gender prOVISIons:
''words importing the masculine gender
only may be extended to females." The
following year, the Iowa State Legislature ensured the admission of women to
the profession by removing the restrictive gender language in its admission
statute.
A few years later, when Myra Bradwell
of Illinois was denied admission to that
state's bar, she took her case to the United
State's Supreme Court. In 1873, seven of
the eight members ruled against her.
Justice Samuel F. Miller speaking for the
Court, disagreed with Bradwell's argument that the 14th Amendment gave her
the same rights to practice law as possessed by men, "We agree that there are
rights and privileges and immunities
belonging to citizens of the United States,
in that relation and character, and that it
is these and thes~ alone which a ~tate is~
forbidden to abndge. But the nght t~

It Book Review: The Invisible Bar
CONTINUED FROM PAGES

admission to practice in the courts of a
State is not one of them."
Admission to the federal courts
proved to be just as difficult and frustrating for women lawyers as had been their
state experiences. The first woman to try
was Belva Lockwood; known in Washington D.C. for her unorthodox views,
her unequaled ability in the law, and for
the tricycle she used to travel from her
office to court. When she appeared after
law school graduation in the United
States Court of Claims, the presiding
judge would not allow her to speak. She
fared only slightly better while attempting to address the Unites States Supreme Court, where she was told if she
dared to speak, she would be held in
contempt. Belva realized she would have
to take the matter to Congress. She
_drafted a bill specifically providing for
• admission ofwnmen to the federal courts
and persuaded a representative to submit it. On February 7, 1879, the "Lockwood" bill passed the Senate; shortly
thereafter President Rutherford B. Hayes
signed it into law.
The Invisible Bar deals not only with
felale attorneys attempting to gain
admission to the bar, but also with the
trials and tribulations of the first female
law students. Though Washington University in St. Louis admitted the nation's
first female law student in 1869, Harvard
University began admitting women law
students only as recently as 1950. While
law students throughout the nation were
admitting trickles of women students into
law school, California's Hasting College
of the Law had a declared standard that
the school would be closed to women
until Clara Foltz, the first female attorney in California, took the case to the
California Supreme Court in 1879 and
.ined admission the hard way. The reason

her admission was denied? The board of
Trustees feared the rustling of her skirts
would distract the male students. Foltz
later described her first day of classes:

The first day I had a bad cold and was
forced to cough. To my astonishment,
every young man in the class was seized
with a vholent fit of coughing. You would
have thought the whooping cough was a
raging epidemic among the little fellows. If
I turned over a leaf in my notebook, every
student in the room did likewise.

Foltz's case wasn't unusual - nor
was the reason for her denied admission.
Columbian College in WaShington D.C.
turned down Belva Lockwood for admission because "such admission would not
be expedient as it would likely distract the
attention of the young men. "
Throughout th~ book, Morello maintains her sense of humor even if some
readers find this difficult. Her attention
to detail and personalized stories make
the book easy reading. She devotes entire chapters to Women in the Courtroom, Women in Law Firms, Women on
the Bench - and even a chapter to the
special struggles faced by black women
attorneys in the United States. The book
is filled with a plethora of female "firsts"
and a chronicling of legal trailblazers
and is objective enough, so even if the
reader be of the male gender, he will get
Morello's point without feeling he is being
overwhelmed.
In the more than three centuries
women have been practicing law in
America. With few exceptions, this practice has been invisible - to those who
record history, to the legal profession
and to each other. In the last thirteen
years, the number of women practicing
law in the United States increased nearly

tenfold, from 12,000 to 116,000. In the
last twenty years, the proportion of women
in law schools nationwide rose from four
percent in 1964, to forty percent in 1984.
The American Bar Association estimates
if this trend continues, by the end of the
century women will constitute one-half
of all the attorneys in the nation - but will
they make-up one-half of the partners?
There's still room for improvement.
When United States Supreme Court
Justice Sandra Day O'Conner graduated
with honors from Stanford Law School,
only one large California law firm would
offer her a job - and that was as a stenographer.
When Democratic vice-president candidate Geraldine Ferraro graduated with
honors from Fordham Law School, she
survived four grueling interviews with the
Wall Street firm of Dewey, Ballantine,
Bushby, Palmer and Wood only to be told
atthe fifth andfinal interview, "we're sorry,
but we're not hiring women this year. "
When United States Secretary ofLabor
Elizabeth Dole attended Harvard Law
School, a favorite joke among her classmates was, "Question: What is the difference between a female law student and the
garbage? Answer: At least garbage gets
taken out. "

Morello sums up her book with a
wary glance at the future. "The forces
that once kept women out of the law
school altogether simply have shifted now
to keeping them out of powerful positions within the law. It is important for
women attorneys to know their past and
to understand that the struggle for equality is nowhere near completion, for as
Belva Lockwood pointed out over a
century ago, 'We shall never have equal
rights until we take them, nor respect
until we command it.'"
($10.95. Copyright 1986. Beacon
Press, Boston)
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To all Golden Gate students:
California BAR/BRI wishes to congratulate those students who have completed
their studies and are graduating this year. Congratulations on your
achievement!
For those of you taking BAR/BRI, we look forward to working with you this
summer and helping you with your next achievement--passing the California
bar exam.
And for all students, good luck on your finals.
As always, California BAR/BRI is at your service during law school and for the
bar exam. If there is anything we can do to help you, please do not hesitate
to give us a call. We are with you every step of the way.
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Catherine Niemiec, Esq.
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Why Pay Hundreds of Dollars Extra for a Multistate Workshop
When You Can Take One for Free?

Enroll Now With
BAR/BRI <And
Get A FREE
Multistate Workshop

,

Last year, thousands of law school graduates took the HBJ, PMBR, or another
Multistate workshop to supplement their bar review course. They spent 88 much
as $350 each for their program.
This year, you won't have to spend a dime.
Every student taking BARIBRI in 1990 will get a Multistate workshop for free.
This includes approximately 2000 questions, complete answers, live or videotaped
lectures, and tips on how to increase your Multistate scores.
The nation's largest and most successful bar review course now offers you the
absolute best possible Multistate workshop you can take. And we won't let you
pay extra. Unless you insist.

BAR REVIEW
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Where You Get The HarBrace Competitive Edge

The Future of Punitive Damages: Part II
by Mark C. Dressler
Special to the Caveat
After the Foley decision in 1988,
several states followed suit in limiting
the use of punitive damages; In the case
of Browning-Ferris Industries v. Kelco
Disposa~ Inc., 109 S. Ct. 2909 (June, 1989)
[Editor's note: At the time this article
was written and published, no official
citation was available.] the U.S: Supreme
Court addressed the issue of when the
use of punitive damages is an appropri~
ate judgment.

New Jersey Federal Judge Sees
Due ProcessProbJem .
In March 1989 in New Jersey, a
federal district court judge invalidated
on due process grounds a punitives request by an asbestos distributor who
developed the lung condition, asbestosis. The defendant asbestos companies
claimed that the punitives request was
unconstitutional in the case Juzwin v.
AmtorgTradingCorp., 718F. Supp.1233.
They argued that the request violated
the Fourteenth Amendment's Due Process Clause, the Eighth Amendment'S Excessive Fines Clause, and the Fifth Amendment's Double JeOpardy Clause. The
judge, Lee Sarokin,· rejected both the
excessive fines and the double jeopardy
arguments because the two applied to
criminal matters, and the asbestos case,
he said, was a civil matter. However,
Sarokin agreed that due process arguments applied, and thus struck the punitives request as unconstitutional.
First, he believed that companies
should compensate injured plaintiffs, but
not give a "windfall" to "the fortuitous
plaintiff." Second, he argued that punitives "can and do violate the 'fundamental fairness' requirement" of the Due
Process Clause. Finally, Sarokin claimed
that his decision in this case benefitted
society as a whole. He stated, "If punitive
damage awards are to continue to playa
vital role in our society, they must adjust
to the recent phenomenon of mass tort
litigation." .

Oklahoma Court Dissolves
Divorce Complaint
In Oklahoma, on July 1989, a state
appeals court held that a couple who
signed a prenuptial agreement not to
accumulate community property during
their marriage may not later claim, when
the marriage ends in divorce, that the
agreement was invalid on the theory that
it was signed during a period of emotional distress, and therefore "unfair."
In Chiles v. Chiles, 778 P.2d 938, a
divorce court jury awarded the wife $1.4
million when she successfully argued that
the prenuptial agreement was unfair,
and thus unenforceable. The jury found
that her husband had intentionally inflicted emotional d~tress upon her through
the use of this agreement. However, the
appeals court eliminated the jury award,
and argued even if the prenuptial agreement was unfair, it was still enforceable,
since parties can set up any agreements
they like, within the law. The appeal
court reasoned that the wife ''was represented by counsel" while negotiating
and drafting the prenuptial agreement.
Therefore, if the prenuptial agreement
was valid, no intentional infliction of
emotional distress existed.

Montana Mimics California on
Wrongful Discharge
In Montana, in June, 1989, in a case
similar to Foley, the state supreme court
eliminated punitives in the wrongful
discharge context upon Fourteenth
Amendment equal protection grounds.
InMeechv.Hillhaven West,lnc., 776P.2d
448, the Montana court claimed that limits
to punitives in a wrongful discharge case
served legitimate state interests. Such
punitives, stated the Montana court,
"could discourage employers from locating their businesses in Montana."

Browning-Ferris:
U.S. Supreme Court Weighs
into the Debate.
In June 1~9, the U.S. Supreme Court
decided Browning-Ferris Industries v. Kelco

Disposal, Inc., 109S. Ct. 2909 [no official
citation yet exists]. Browning-Ferris in-

•

volved competition in the Burlington,
Vermont waste collection business. The
facts of the case are as follows: Joseph
Kelley worked for seven years as an official for Browning-Ferris Industries, or
BFI. Kelco Disposal cut into BFI's waste
collection market, and BFI responded by
drastically slashing its new client prices.
A Texas BFI official informed aVermont BFI office, "Put [Kelley] out of
business. Do whatever it takes. SquiSh
him like a bug." Kelco lost nearly onethird of its revenues from BFI's price
cutting strategy, but three years later,
BFI pulled out of the Burlington, Vermont market, and sold the business to a
third party. Kelco sued BFI in Vermont
federal court, alleging that BFI violated
(a) federal antitrust law by trying to monopolize the Burlington waste collection
market, and (b) state tort law by intentionally interfering with Kelco's contractual relations.
The jury returned a verdict for the J~~
defendant as well as a $51,000 compensatory damages award, and a $6 million
punitive damages award. BFI moved for
judgment notwithstanding the verdict, a
new trial, and remittur. The federal
district judge denied all these motions.
BPI appealed, and the Second Circuit
Court of Appeals affirmed. The U.S.
Supreme Court granted certiorari, and
the Court affirmed, because it found that
BFI's excessive fines arguments didn't
apply.

Excessive Fines: Applys only in
Criminal Cases
BPI claimed that Kelco's $6 million
punitive damages award violated the
Eighth Amendment'S Excessive Fines
Clause. However, the Court said "the
Clause does not apply to a civil jury award
of punitive damages." The Courtargued
that historically, the Excessive Fines Clause
has applied to the government's criminal
prosecutorial power, but not to damages
in a civil suit ''when the government ~
neither has prosecuted the action nor has t~
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any rightto receive a share ofthe damages awarded."
The Court described the history of
the Excessive Fines Clause as a means
to limit the power of the English King
to impose fines which relied on the
"Kings mercy," or "amercements." This
limitation was contained in the Magna
Carta and the English Bill of Rights,
from which the Excessive Fines Clause
took its wording. Though the Court
conceded that some overlap exists between criminal fines and civil damage,
''we fail to see how this overla p requires
us to apply the Excessive Fines Clause
in a case between private parties."

Door Opened to Due Process
Challenges

6
•

The court didn't consider the due
process arguments in Browning-Perris
because BFI didn't raise its due process
concerns at the trial court or appellate
level; only at the Supreme Court level.
The Court found" some authority in
our opinions for the view that the Due
Process Clause places outer limits on
the size of a civil damages award made
pursuant to a statutory scheme." However, the court noted ''we have never
addressed ... whether due process acts
as a check on undue jury discretion to
award punitive damages .... [t]hat
inquiry must await another day."

O'Conner's Dissent: Excessive
Fines Oause Applies
Justice O'Conner, joined by Justice Stevens, concurred with allowing
future due process Challenges to punitive damage awards, but dissented with
the majority's opinion that the Excessive Fines Clause didn't apply. Justice
O'Conner, who authored the dissent,
claimed that punitive damage awards
"are skyrocketing." She stated, the threat
of such enormous awards has a detrimental effect on the research and development of new products."
Justice O'Conner observed that
Kelco's punitives award ''was 117 times
the actual damage suffered by Kelco

and far exceeds the highest reported award
of punitive damages affirmed by a Vermont court." She claimed that the Excessive Fines Clause applied to the states
through the Fourteenth Amendments'
Incorporation Clause. She noted that
courts regularly have applied to Ll}e states
two other parts of the Eighth Amendment - the Cruel and Unusual Punishment Clause, and the Exressive Bail Clause.
Also, she cited cases which guaranteed
to corporations other constitutional rights
and concluded, "If a corporation is protected by the Due Process Clause from
overbearing and oppressive monetary
sanctions, it is also protected from such
penalties by the Excessive Fines Clause."
Justice O'Conner also disagreed with
the Court majority view that the Excessive Fines Clause applied historically only
to criminal proceeding, seeing that the
early restrictions emerged "before crime
and tort were clearly distinct." She found
considerable historical support for application of the Excessive Fines Clause
to punitive damages."

The Punitives Opponents'
Proposals:
Browning-Perris attorney Andrew
Frey in the October 9, 1989 National
Law Journal ("Do Punitives Fit the~
Crime?") suggested that punitives opponents can undertake certain reforms,
such as a higher evidentiary standard and
bifurcation.

Frey proposed that the current
"preponderance of evidence" standard
to find liability to award punitives be
toughened to a "clear and convinCing
evidence" standard. He proposed this
tougher evidentiary standard because such
a finding of liability had certain "quasicriminal purposes." Frey also suggested
that courts bifurcate (Le. divide into two
parts) the compensatory and punitive
damage phases, since juries hear "otherwise immaterial and highly prejudicial
evidence of a defendant's wealth and
conduct." Finally, he saw a due process
challenge poSSibility, and though the Court

struck down BFI's Exressive fmes Clause
Challenge to Kelco's punitives award,
because the Court is "in no hurry to
'solve' the punitive damages problem."
He concludes, "for beleaguered punitive
damages defendants, help is on the way."

The Punitives Supporters'
Rebuttal:
Soon after Frey's article appeared,
personal injury attorney Philip Corboy
responded in the November 6, 1989
National Law Journal ("License to Do
Evil?").
Corboy stated that Browning-Ferris
"gave a suitable burial to the theory that
the Excessive Fines Clause ... restricts
punitive damage awards in civil suits."
Corboy claimed that Frey "finds a silver
lining" in the opinion. However, he said
that judicial reluctance to support due
process challenges to punitive damages
"suggests that it may be premature to
break out the
Champagne in the
boardrooms of corporate wrongdoers."
Corboy concluded, "What frequent defendants and their insurers want is, in a
word, predictability," but such predictability ''would make punitive damages a
cruel hoax" by failing to deter those who
make and distribute "killer products."

Consensus: Our Tort
System "Needs Fixing"
American Tort Reform president
Martin Connor, wrote an article upon
this issue which appeared in the October
1989 ABA Journal (page 46, "Punitives
in Peril") He observed that several
states have adopted Frey's proposals.
Conner noted that 10 states have
adopted the tougher "clear and convincing evidence standard in punitive damages cases, five have passed laws bifurcating; the compensatory and punitive
damages phases, and eight have set caps
on the size of the punitive awards. Connor concluded, "The consensus among
state legislatures is that the system is
broken and needs fixing."

SB 215 Favors Providing Financial Support to Children Until Age 21
by Caroline Guzella Allen
Freelance Writer

A prominent judge in the Bay Area,
and a renowned expert in family law asks,
"is this bill being decided on the merits?"
An examination of its history and anticipated effect lead one to conclude otherwise.
Ironically, the lowering of the supposed age of majority in this enlightened
state was the result of our view over the
Vietnam War soldiers. it seemed ludicrous to send a youth off to war, yet
forbid him the right to vote. To overcome this inequity, the age of majority
was lowered from 21 to 18 in California.
However, the repercussion of lowering
this arbitrary line when one was to be
legally recognized as an adult was soon
felt.
The divorce 'boom' of the 70's certainly had many dire consequences for
the couples involved, but, it was the children of these divorced couples who were
to feel the reverberations of this thunder. The first bolt came in the form ofthe
emotional trauma of being raised in a
broken home, back when these were not
yet the norm. However, the second, and
probably more deadly bolt came from
the state of California, when speaking 'in
locus parente', told these youths they
could only expect support through high
school. The overwhelming rationale for
this benevolent decree is laced with logic
that probably everyone can understand
except the affected youth: Public Policy
is in favor of prioritizing the needs of
younger children, typically those from a
second or third marriage, before the needs
of the child or children of a first marriage.
Ironically, Senate Bill 215 has never
advocated putting the needs of older
children ahead of the needs of younger
ones. The state ofthe law in California is
and would continue to be: Minor chil-

dren have priority for the parents' income. At present the law in California,
sees support come to an abrupt halt when
a child reaches the age of 18, unless he or
she is in the last year of high school. The
final version of Senate Bill 215 does
propose a change roughly parallel to a
law in New York State. There,thedutyof
support for all parents - married or divorced - is to age 21, and is not restricted
to support for children who are obtaining higher education. New York's version of this law requires support, including care, maintenance and education upon
consideration of all relevant factors, including: the financial resources of the
parents; the physical and emotional needs
ofthe child; his or her educa tiona I or vocational needs and aptitudes and the
standard of living the child would have
enjoyed had the family remained intact.
N.Y.DOM. REL. Law Section 32. Do
children in California deserve any less?
Nineteen states in addition to New
York allow court mandated support till
21. Other states - specifically Michigan,
Kansas and California - allow for post
minority support if it is based on a voluntary agreement between the parties involved. Thus, in California, the present
state of the law reads as follows:
A parent may by agreement incorporated in the divorce decree...become
obligated to provide a college education
for his child even though the performance required may extend beyond the
minority of the child.
As one might suspect, this is a rare
occurrence indeed.

In one study of 52 Northern California families, "Father Child Relationships
After Divorce: Child Support and Educational Opportunity:", Family Law Quarterly, Summer 1986, it was found that
''when court-compelled support ceases
and post minority support is not received,
children are less likely to attend college

than students from two parent nuclear or
separated but college supporting families. Overall, 75% of the students who
dropped out had fathers who could have
helped them out financially, but did not
because they were not required to do so."
In another study, EducationalAttainment of Children from Single-Parent
Families: Differences by Exposure, Gender, and Race, the authors S. Krein and A.
Beller conclude that there is lower college attainment by children of divorced
families and the likelihood of this increases with the number of years spent in
a single parent family. This study also
concluded that the most important factor is educational attainment is the father's presence because his absence usually results in a lower income for the
child. (California Postsecondary Education Commission 1988.)
The primary concern ofSB 215 is th,
child of a divorced or separated fami!}
who misses the COllege opportunity because of the present state of the law in
California. Study after study indicates
" ... the less financial resources that are
available to a child of a divorced or separated family, the greater the chance that
the child will not enroll in a college or
complete college." A comparison of states
which allow for post minority college
support and those which do not illustrates that those states which provide for
post minority support have, on the average, higher 'college bound' rates than
those states which do not. As of 1988, in
states where post minority college support may be awarded, through either
statutory provisions or case law, an average of 33% of all graduating seniors are
'college bound'. In those states where no
such support was required, an average of
23% of all high school graduates attended
college. As of 1988, the state of California, with the greatest number of high
school graduates in the nation, ranks
20th among the states in the percentagt
of 'college bound' seniors.
CONTINUED ON PAGE L9
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f ABA Section on Individual Rights & Responsibilities-Activity Update

by Marian Bloss, Drake Law School,

LSD Liaison to the Section on Individual
Rights and Responsibilities
Well-<leservingofits nickname, '''The
Bar's Conscience," the section on Individual Rights and Responsibilities invested two years of work into developing
comprehensive policies relating to AIDS
and HIY. The hard work paid off last
year when the ABA House of Delegates
formally adopted the policies, making
the American Bar Association one of the
nation's most progressive professional
organizations in this very sensitive area.
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Since the policy adoption last year,
the ABA AIDS Coordinating Committee and the ABA AIDS Coordination
Project, entities of the IR & R Section,
have focused on judicial education and
the pursuit of outside sources for funding
of needed materials. Three high priority
projects are targeted for production: a
thirty minute introductory video for
lawyers on AIDS and HIV, with an accompanying program guide; a nationwide directory of AIDS and HIV legal
referral on legal services and programs;
and a comprehensive training manual
for attorneys representing persons with
AIDS and HIV on a pro bono basis.
The AIDS Committee/Project personnel are presently conducting a survey
to learn more from the pro bono programs which are already established
around the country on behalf of AIDS/
HIV persons. They are also conducting
workshops, and training other attorneys
to conduct workshops, on how to develop local pro bono programs in their
communities.

Another area of activity for the Section on Individual Rights and Responsibilities is the International Human Rights
Trial Observer Project. With funding
provided by the Ford Foundation and
theJ. Roderick MacArthur Foundation,
prominent American lawyers are sent
overseas to observe political trials with
significant human rights implications.

the government were arrested and held
without trial, some for more than a year.
The Malaysian government has taken
steps to weaken democratic institutions,
including the political opposition, the
press and the judiciary. The Malaysian
Bar Council has been a vociferous defender of human rights during this time
and is now in serious jeopardy.

In January of this year, an ABA
observer was scheduled to observe the
contempt of court hearing of Mr. Manjeet
Singh, the Secretary of Malaysian Bar
Council, before the Supreme Court of
Malaysia. Manjeet Singh's contempt
charge appears to be a retaliation to efforts by the Bar Council to protest the
summary dismissal of three Supreme Gmrt
Justices in 1988, an action which has
seriously undermined the independence
of Malaysia's judiciary.

The Human Rights Trial Observer
Project has future plans to expand its
work into the law schools by involving
international law societies in its letter
writing campaigns and appeals abroad.
The IR & R Section is also active in other
areas of concern to law students: rights
of women, the homeless and disadvantaged, minorities' nuclear arms control;
environmental and consumer protection; immigration; criminal justice; the
death penalty; legal services; the First
Amendment; privacy; and other crucial
"people issues" of our time.

Shortly before the hearing, more
than 300 Malaysian attorneys, including
all past presidents of the Malaysian Bar
Council, filed a motion to intervene as
respondents on Manjeet Singh's behalf.
The hearing has now been temporarily
postponed and, although no official reason has been given for the postponement, the efforts of the Malaysian Bar
Council and the International Human
Rights Trial Observer Project to publicize the infringementofManjeet Singh's
rights may prove to have had some influence.
Human rights have been under serious attack by the Malaysian government
since 1987, when more than one hundred
political and social activists critical of

If any of these issues are related to
the reasons WHYYOU CAME TO lAW
SCHOOL IN THE FIRST PLACE, then
you should join the ABA Section on Individual Rights and Responsibilities. As
a member, you will receive the section's
magazine, Human Rights, three times
yearly, as well as the newsletter.

Ask your law school's ABA/Law Student Division Representative to give you
an enrollment form. The form carries instructions on joining the ABNLSD and
the Section on Individual Rights and ResponSibilities.

The Litigation Explosion: Cause and Solution

by Ed. Taylor
Staff Writer
The US has more litigation per capita
than any other nation in the world. To
date, little has been done to ascertain the
cause of this phenomenon. However,in
1982 Derek Bok, a former president of
Harvard University did an in-depth examination of this phenomenon in a paper known in legal circles as the "Bok report." Its actual title isA Flawed System
of Law, Practice and Training. (570 J.
Legal Education 33,1983.)

Like the Japanese scholars are able
to trace the lack of litigation to the nature of their society, Bok is able to trace
the explosion of litigation in the US to
the nature of US society. Bok speculates
that the ideals of individualism, competition and the drive for financial and social
success which are stressed strongly within
US society "create temptations to shoulder aside one's competitors, cut corners,
ignore the interest of others and the
operation of the system." As a consequence, laws,as well as vigorous application ofthese laws (litigation) are needed
to curb these tendencies.

Ironically, these tendencies (which
need to be curbed) are found at their
strongest in the American educational
system. Let's use our own legal education as an example. In law school, one is
taught to define all the issues and marshal all the arguments on each side of
each case and above all to win. This
preoccupation with "success" on the local

level has manifested itself in what Bok
describes as "the endless pecking at legal
puzzles within narrow frameworks, instead of a focus on the broader defects of
the legal system" which might curb litigation.
Since most US law makers are law
school graduates, it is no coincidence
that this stress upon individualism finds
its way into the law making process as
well. Law makers are intent upon representing their own individual constituencies, therefore, they are constantly challenging and bickering over details found
in proposed legislation; thus slowing down
the legislative process.

As a consequence of this inertia in
the legislative process, courts are forced
to improvise on existing law; creating
standards based upon far reaching interpretationsand tedious precedents. Even
worse, courts are placed into the position of making law when they, unlike the
legislature have neither the staff nor the
resources available to anticipate the effect of their decisions.

Arguably, this arrangement allows
for a certain flexibility in the law, but by
the same token, it causes legal action to
be uncertain in outcome, complex, timeconsuming, and consequently more expensive. Today, a situation is arising
where people are bypassing the application of a legal solution for quicker and
cheaper alternative measures.
Bok proposes a change in the legal
education system to deal with the prob-

,
lem of excessive litigation. "Students
should spend less time preparing successful careers defending individuals and
more time on broader legal problems."
Bok suggested research should be devoted to:

1. determine how much is actually spent
each year on the litigatIon system;
2. evaluate alternative forms of dispute
resolution systematically; and
3. determine what in fact encourages and
inhibits litigation.
On the theory that our problems
with time and expense in the litigation
system are tied to the complex rules and .
procedures, Bok proposes simplifyin~
the process by implementing the following Changes:

1. Plan and coordinate the work of the
separate courts to reduce the lag time
between the trial court's decision and the
appellate courts' review.
2. Increase the application of no-fault
liability. e.g. car insurance cases.
3. Encourage the use of prepaid plans to
reduce the cost of resolving disputes.
4. Deregulate the price of legal services.

Finally, Bok proposes increased
legislative involvement in the law making process; the legislatures need to
remember when drafting laws for whom
these laws are written. Laws are written
to facilitate people's lives within society;
not for the advancement of the litigation.
process.
.,
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Birch Society Wary of Earth Day Hysteria

[Editor's Note: The following is information sent to the Caveat by the John
Birch Society. I think it is important for us
to remember, not all are in agreement that
the earth is being threatened by the activities of its human inhabitants.]
"If you swat at a mosquito with a
sledge hammer, you could seriously affect the well-being of a lot more than the
insect. So, too, if our nation accepts and
acts on all the unproved theories of today's environmentalists, personal freedom and national sovereignty could be
compromised, even destroyed."

This is the gist of a new Society
warning to the American people. Spokesman John F. McManus cites recent reports published in the Society's affiliated
biweekly magazine, The New American,
where an array of scientists and analysts
dispute popular environmentalist claims.
Such highly publicized crises as those
involving acid rain, global warming and
the greenhouse effect, ozone depletion,
and overpopulation are held to be based
on "incomplete data and questionable
logic."
According to scientific authorities
cited by the Birch Society, the earth is
not getting warmer, no one knows the
cause or the extent of whatever acid rain
problem exists, it is ludicrous to jump
from skimpy data to an insistence that
the earth's protective ozone layer is threatened, and problems related to overpopulation and auto emissions are isolated
phenomena that do not call for national
and international controls.
The Society is wary of claims associated with the promotion of Earth Day
1m scheduled for April 22nd. "Of course,
we want a clean and safe environment,"
said McManus, "but we do not believe it
necessary to sacrifice the freedom of the
American people and the independence
of our nation to get it."

The Society insists that there is a
danger for America in such statements as
Colorado Senator Tim Wirth's "We've
got to ride the global warming issue....
Even if the theory is wrong, we'll be doing
the rightthing." Or in World Resources
Institute Vice President Jessica Tuchman Matthews approvingly stating:
Environmental strains that transcend
national borders are already beginning
to break down the sacred boundaries of
national sovereignty." Or in Time
magazine's speculation in its October 9,
1989 issue about the wisdom of "a United
Nations environmental police force
deployed around the world to guard the
planet's most precious natural resources."
The way the Birch Society sees it,
Americans are being victimized by the
environmental hysteria into supporting
huge increases in taxes, regulations and
controls that will not improve the environment but will build government power
and impair American industry's ability to
compete in the world's markets. Society
officials point to a 1989 Harvard U niversity Energy and Environmental POlicy
Center study that concluded: The cost of
environmental regulations is a long-run
reduction of 2.59 percent in the level of
U.S. gross national product." SpOkesman McManus claims, "That is a staggering slice of America's productivity!"
Society researcher and author Gary
Beniot adds: "If the global environmental activists consisted of a collection
of misguided ideologues in academia,
they would not be of earthshaking concern." But he points out that government officials, including President BUSh,
are "responding to unproved theories,
unsubstantiated claims, and a none-toosubtle campaign for more government
and more internationalism."
"It all fits," claimed McManus. "For
several decades, anyone who took the

time to look could find powerful support
for socialism at home and centralized
government for the world. It has always
come from the huge tax-exempt foundations and prominent Establishment journals such as ForeignAffairs published by
the Council on Foreign Relations."
He notes that funding for the environmental movement comes from such
pillars of the Establishment as the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund, the
Rockefeller Family Fund, and the Ford,
Carnegie and Rockefeller foundations.
The highly influential Foreign Affairs
magazine published recommendations in
its Spring 1988 issue given by Columbia
University Professor Richard N. Gardner. He advocated using environmental
concerns as a springboard to internationalism. The Gardner article carried
the title, "Practical Internationalism."
McManus stated: "Where pOllu- •
tion exists, it can and should be stopped.
But we don't have to give up national
sovereignty and personal liberty in the
process. And when frightening claims
are made by environmentalists, opposing views given by other members of the
scientific community should not be ignored. Further, the authors of dooms day
predictions should be required to produce hard evidence to back them up. Not
speculation, not guesswork, and not
sweeping conclusions based on meaningless bits of data."
For further information:
John F. McManus
Director, Public Relations
The John Birch SOCiety
Appleton, WI 54913
414-749-3780
April 5, 1990
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_From The
Editor's Desk
The Caveat has a New
Editor.

Wally Walker is Chosen
to be one of the
Contributing Writers of
The Law Registrar's
Handbook

SB 215 Provides
Financial Support to
Children
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14

The Caveat has a new editor.
Her name is Judy Conry. She was
nominated by me and confirmed
by the newly elected S.B.A. representatives on April 2nd She comes
well qualified and has a lot of new
ideas to further improve the publication of the Caveat. Please give
her your support.

tit

I have enjoyed being your
editor this year. I hope you have
enjoyed reading the Caveat. Good
luck to all of us on our exams.
Congratulations to those of us who
are graduating in May.
Correction:
In last month's issue there were
two noticeable errors.
1. The month and issue number were incorrect. Instead of
February it should have been
March; and instead of issue number 5 it should have been issue
number 6.
2. In the article entitled "It's a
Girl!," the name of Dean Andersson's son was incorrect. His
name is Andrew.
For both errors, I apologize.
Ruth G. Holloway-Garcia
Editor

Wally Walker, GGU Law
School Registrar since 1978, is one
of the ten contributing writers
whose chapter appeared in The
Law Registrar's Handbook. It is
published by the National Network of Law School Offices
(NNLSO) and the Texas Tech University School of Law Foundation
Press. The Law Registrar's Handbook is the first comprehensive
effort made since 1925 to disseminate information to new law
registrars, as well as offering some
helpful ideas to experienced registrars. The preface of the book
states: "Perhaps we [the contributing writers] have reached that
level in Maslow's hierarchy called
'self-actualization' where we are
ready to pass on our knowledge."
Wally's chapter, entitled "Commencement or Graduation Audit," encompasses all phases of
clearing law students for graduation. The Law Registrar's Handbook is being offered for sale to all
of the law schools nationwide.
Congratulations Wally on a job
well done.
Ruth G. Holloway-Garcia
Editor

According to a Summary of Data
of Entering Freshmen by the
American Council on Education
in 1987, 24% of all freshmen who
enroll in the University of California come from divorced or separated families. Yet, parental tax
returns show that over 90% of these
students are still 'dependent' upon
their parents. Further, the study
indicates that over 80% of the
students enrolled in the University of California continue to live
with their parent or parents while
attending college.
California seems to have come
full circle in its view of the Vietnam War vet who lost the right to
support for himself and his peers:
the state of the law regarding the
child of a war vet killed in a service
connected incident is that it receives benefits until the age of 23
or beyond "as long as that child
remains in college." (Divorced from
College? Senate Office of Research,
August 1988)
SB 215 intends to provide support until the age of 21 only for
children who are in need of parental support for educational or employment related pursuits, with the
discretion for this support being
left in the hands of the courts.
Such a bill deserves the support of
the people of this state.
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